EFA 06, a multifunctional holding and lifting device for Passenger Cars, Vans, SUVs, Commercial Vehicles and Trucks.

We promote safety, productivity and saving time.

While using the EFA06 the removal and installation of vehicle doors is done by a single technician. On all kind of vehicle doors, sliding or folding doors you will work easily. Even huge doors of truck driver’s cabs are easy to move! (if necessary with option EFA06-170)

Assembling works on doors will be done in an ergonomically favourable position. Due to the fact that the EFA06 is equipped with vacuum holder, v-shape holder, side holder, adjustable chassis and 12 degree angle adjustment nearly each position can be reached. The FFA06 supports the safety at work, minimises, working time and increases the quality of work. (Find below the latest available options)
You may upgrade your EFA06 into a Universal Workshop Tool when using different available options:

This truck adaptor compensates the wheel arch of the driver’s cab door. Even these huge doors can be handled by a single technician.

C4T-Article No. EFA06-170

This platform is the most multifunctional option, which uses the EFA’s full lifting capacity of 150 Kg in an very efficient way. There are multiple purposes in a workshop.

C4T-Article No. EFA06-200

This adaptor is a very specific additional option for the above mentioned platform EFA06-200 to handle an oval catalytic.

C4T-Article No. EFA06-220